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Disney’s production line for the coming years
will see the company doubling down on a
strategy of dusting off animated classics for

live-action remakes or reboots that has so far netted
more than $2 billion. The latest offering, “The Jungle
Book,” debuted on Friday and has extended Disney’s
winning streak, grossing more than $300 million
worldwide over the weekend and trouncing the com-
petition in North America. Over the coming months,
“Alice Through the Looking Glass “ and “Beauty and
the Beast” will fill theaters and the wallets of shrewd
studio executives, with several more adaptations
reportedly in the pipeline.

Even casual moviegoers will have spotted that
Disney’s back catalogue of fairy tales has been raided
in recent years for money spinners like “Alice in
Wonderland, “Cinderella” and “Maleficent,” which
made a combined $2.5 billion. Shawn Robbins, a sen-
ior analyst at BoxOffice.com, said it was “not a stretch
of the imagination” to envisage the company revisit-
ing most of its classic animations. The Hollywood
trade press have been buzzing with rumors and half-
confirmed stories about “Dumbo,” “Pinocchio,”
“Cruella,” “Genies”-a riff on “Aladdin” and many other
fairy tales which could make it once again to the big
screen. Disney declined to comment on its long-term
strategy, but analysts say the writing is on the wall for
the future.

“In Disney’s case, the appeal of remakes to movie-
goers is still in its prime. Twenty years from now, that
may not be the case. Twenty years after that, who
knows?” Robbins told AFP. Producing a successful
remake, according to Robbins, is a delicate balancing
act between coming up with new and interesting
ways to tell familiar stories, and honoring “the heart
and spirit” of the original characters.  “The general
assumption is that Hollywood remakes things
because it’s an easy way to make money, but it’s far
from easy to be successful on both the artistic and
commercial fronts,” he said.

Old stories 
Starring newcomer Neel Sethi as Mowgli, “The

Jungle Book” employed the talents of Hollywood
heavyweights Bill Murray, Ben Kingsley and Idris Elba
for the voices of Baloo the bear, Bagheera the panther
and Shere Khan the tiger. The film’s director Jon
Favreau, who was also at the helm for two of the “Iron
Man” movies, told AFP that modern-day Disney was
merely following what the likes of its co-founder Walt
Disney and “Star Wars” director George Lucas had
always done. “Take old myths, old stories, old arche-
types, old characters and do it using cutting-edge
technology,” said Favreau, 49, who has producing
credits for numerous blockbusters, including both
“Avengers” films.

“Star Wars,” he says, repackaged elements of
Arthurian legend, westerns and the films of Japanese
master Akira Kurosawa-”the princess being rescued
and the loveable rogue, the father who’s the king, the
dark prince and the struggle between good and evil.”
“Walt Disney would do the same thing. He would find
the old fairy tales like Snow White-these are old sto-
ries,” he told AFP.  Hollywood producer Suzanne Todd-
who was behind 2010’s “Alice in Wonderland” and has
been producing its sequel-said there was “something
lovely” about fairy tale adaptations, and particularly
last year’s “Cinderella.” “There’s a charm to the original
movie and there’s an inspirational quality that comes
out of it,” she told AFP at a recent event to publicize
Disney’s “Alice Through The Looking Glass,” which
comes out next month. “I just thought Kenneth
Branagh made it lush and romantic and accessible.”

Pleasing the ‘Pixar generation’ 
Early sequences from the new “Beauty and the

Beast”-due out in March 2017 — also looked “amaz-
ing and incredible,” she said. Advances in technology
have allowed age-old and beloved stories to reach
new audiences who might have been turned off by
the dated originals, says Todd, whose body of more
than 20 films includes the “Austin Powers” spy spoof
trilogy.  “I don’t know that my three children would be
as entertained sitting and watching the old animated

versions because they’ve grown up as a Pixar genera-
tion,” she said. “Looking Glass” director James Bobin
made two hit “Muppets” live-action movies for Disney
and is the co-creator of spoof characters Ali G, Borat
and Bruno with British comic Sacha Baron Cohen,
who stars in the new “Alice” movie.

The film isn’t strictly a remake as Disney never pro-
duced a standalone animated version of the second
of Lewis Carroll’s “Wonderland” books, “Through the
Looking-Glass, and What Alice Found There.”  But the
studio will be hoping to benefit both from the success
of 2010’s “Alice in Wonderland” and the cultural cachet
of the source material.

“Lewis Carroll for me is a guy that was sort of a sur-
realist satirist in many ways. The books he wrote were
often commentaries about people he knew and
Victorian society as a whole,” said Bobin. “I felt that
you could almost trace a brand of English comedy-
starting with him, going through Edward Lear and the
goon show in the 50s and Monty Python in the 70s-
which has never really gone away.” — AFP

Disney hits jackpot with fairy tales in the flesh

This file photo shows
Director/Producer Jon
Favreau attending the
Disney Premiere of ‘The
Jungle Book’ at El Capitan
Theater in Hollywood,
California. — AFP

Ablue diamond ring given to child star Shirley Temple
when she was 12 and estimated to be worth $25-35
million failed to find a buyer at auction, Sotheby’s

said. The late American movie legend received the 9.54-
carat jewel from her father, who bought it in 1940 for
$7,210. It was the standout piece in an auction Tuesday
night of 319 jewels that brought in $29.88 million.

“The Shirley Temple Blue Diamond is an exceptional
stone in quality, rarity and provenance. It has been an hon-
or to share its story with collectors, connoisseurs and
Temple’s loyal fans over the past few months,” the auction
house said. “Unfortunately, tonight wasn’t its night in the
salesroom, but we remain fully confident that it will find a
buyer.” Temple wore the diamond ring throughout her life,
the auction house said.

Temple, who started acting at age three, delighted
Depression-era movie-going audiences with her singing,
dancing and simple innocence. In 1935, aged six, she
became the youngest person to win an Oscar, receiving a
special award for young performers that is no longer hand-
ed out. She went on to star in more than 40 feature films,
most of them before the age of 12. Later in life, she served
as a diplomat under four presidents, including as US envoy
to the United Nations, and ambassador to Ghana and to
what was then Czechoslovakia. Temple died in February
2014 at the age of 85. — AFP

This file photo shows a woman walking past a poster advertising a diamond ring owned by child star turned diplomat
Shirley Temple Black outside the Sotheby’s in New York. — AFP photos

Shirley Temple blue diamond
ring fails to sell at auction

A sparkling diamond ring owned by child star turned
diplomat Shirley Temple Black at Sotheby’s auction house.

“The Huntsman: Winter’s War” is one of the more
bizarre sequels in recent memory. If modern movies
are going to strip every side story out of every

superhero universe and beyond, fairy tales should be fair
game too. But, it’s more than a little odd that the filmmakers
here decided to follow up their feminist reimagining of the
Snow White story with one focused on Eric the Huntsman
(Chris Hemsworth) and the jilted, hysterical woman (Emily
Blunt’s Freya) who is trying to keep him apart from his true
love (Jessica Chastain’s Sara). If this is progress, count me out.

Part prequel, part sequel to “Snow White and the
Huntsman,” this one plays musical chairs with focus and tone.
One moment, it’s a bawdy, slapstick comedy. The next, it’s a
deathly serious fantasy epic. Tonal shifts are fine, but this star-
studded nonsense feels like it was put together by a commit-
tee of robots who were given copies of “Frozen,” “Game of
Thrones,” “The Chronicles of Narnia,” and five minutes of “Snow
White and the Huntsman” as source material.

Icy powers
There are about a dozen competing story lines, the only

point of which seems to be a futile effort to continually rein-

vent and justify its reason for being. This film starts before the
events of the first. The evil Ravenna (a luminous Charlize
Theron) is alive, glowing, glaring and still talking about taking
down men and kingdoms. She wants her good-natured sister
Freya (Blunt) to fall in line too, but that only happens when
Freya’s heart is broken and her icy powers are unleashed. So
she retreats to a frozen enclave in the north (sound familiar?).
If she can’t raise children, she’ll raise an army from childhood
... and also ban them from experiencing love.

But two of those child soldiers, Sara and Eric, grow into
handsome adults and, well, fall in love or so we’re told.
Chastain and Hemsworth are fine on their own, but together
their chemistry fizzles. Hemsworth, in particular, can’t seem to
get out of Thor mode. He can do the high-wattage smile and
the goofy aside just fine. The gaze of desperate love and long-
ing? Not in his arsenal. Freya is of course none too happy
about Sara and Eric’s romance and schemes to keep them
apart. The story jumps ahead seven years, after Snow White
(whose back is seen only briefly) has defeated Ravenna. The
pesky golden mirror has driven Snow mad, and essentially
becomes The One Ring that everyone wants. Eric, who has
picked up some comic relief little people along the way, is out
to get it before Freya does.

Glimmering gowns
Confused yet? There are so many twists and turns that it’s

hard to know what exactly is an actual spoiler and who exact-
ly might care. In fact, it’s hard to know who this movie is for at
all. It’s both too adult for kids and too cartoony for the “Game
of Thrones” crowd. Colleen Atwood’s costumes still look like a
dream - especially Blunt’s glimmering gowns - but gone are
the sweeping landscapes and gothic beauty of Rupert
Sanders’ film. For such a bombastic title, “Winter’s War,” the fea-
ture debut of visual effects specialist Cedric Nicolas-Troyan,
feels awfully small compared to its predecessor. The budget
seems to have been wasted on its stars who aren’t even
together all that much. When they are, it’s to execute action
sequences.

There is a decent movie buried in here somewhere, but with
such powerhouse actresses it’s dismaying that it feels so regres-
sive from the first. Snow White had some agency. Here the
ladies are props and stereotypes and always one heartbreak
away from madness. It makes you wonder why, in the name of
the Brothers Grimm, anyone would have put this purportedly
female-centric story in the hands a co-screenwriter best known
for “The Hangover” sequels. “The Huntsman: Winter’s War,” a
Universal Pictures release, is rated PG-13 by the Motion Picture
Association of America for “fantasy action violence and some
sensuality.” Running time: 113 minutes. One and a MPAA
Definition of PG-13: Parents strongly cautioned. Some material
may be inappropriate for children under 13. — AP

In this image released by Universal Pictures, Emily Blunt, left, and Charlize Theron appear in a scene from ‘Huntsman:
Winter’s War.’—AP

Jessica Chastain, from left, Charlize
Theron, and Emily Blunt arrive at the
LA Premiere of ‘The Huntsman:
Winter’s War’ at the Regency Village
Theatre in Los Angeles. — AP

In his latest film to compete in the Cannes Film Festival,
Spain’s Pedro Almodovar has ditched the humor and quirki-
ness that marks much of his work to tell a dramatic mother-

daughter story. One of 20 movies selected to compete for the
prestigious Palme d’Or award in Cannes next month, “Julieta”
recounts a mother’s excruciating 10-year wait for a daughter
who abandoned her when she turned 18. The film’s release in
Spain earlier this month had initially been clouded by the
appearance of Almodovar and his brother in the global Panama
Papers scandal over an offshore company they briefly con-
trolled in 1991.

The 66-year-old cancelled a press junket just days before the
April 8 premiere due to scrutiny over the revelations, but the
bad start soon wore away as “Julieta” climbed to fourth place in
Spain’s box office. Inspired by “Runaway”, a book of short stories
by Canada’s Nobel laureate Alice Munro, the film is pure drama
stripped of any hint of the laughs or idiosyncrasies that made
films like “All About My Mother” or “Talk to Her” so popular. “No
one sings, there is no humor,” Almodovar told the El Mundo dai-
ly earlier this month. “It’s possible that I may go down the road
of austerity from now on.”

How can we abandon loved ones? 
A mix of romantic betrayal, bereavement, spiritual quest,

escape and guilt, “Julieta” goes through three decades of the life
of a Spanish woman and mother. Julieta is played by two
actresses-Adriana Ugarte portraying the sensual, wistful
woman in her earlier years and Emma Suarez in the role of the
older, tormented mother abandoned by her daughter.

Almodovar told his actresses that they should read “The Year of
Magical Thinking”, a book on mourning by US author Joan
Didion, as well as French writer Emmanuel Carrere’s heart-
wrenching “Other Lives but Mine” for inspiration.

The film explores “the impenetrable mystery that makes us
abandon the people we love, erasing them from our life as if
they had never meant anything. And the pain that this deser-
tion causes the victim,” according to the official description. But
despite the darkness of the subject matter, the film still oozes
color  perhaps not as vivid as Almodovar’s past work but bright
all the same.

It is full of female characters that include actress Rossy de
Palma, an Almodovar regular, as a dour housekeeper. Fans have
lauded a story constructed along the lines of a Greek tragedy,
but some have criticized the film as lacking in subtlety. Carlos
Boyero, who writes for the El Pais daily and is a staunch
Almodovar critic, wrote of his indifference when he watched a
film he felt did not “transmit anything emotionally or artistically.”
Spanish media said it had scored the worst performance for an
Almodovar film in 20 years in its opening weekend-making just
585,000 euros ($665,000) with 79,000 tickets sold. But on
Tuesday, it was in fourth place in the Spanish box office, per-
haps boosted by its Cannes nomination. Almodovar is a regular
at the prestigious film festival. —AFP

Spain’s Almodovar delivers raw 
drama in Cannes-selected film

Feminism freezes over 
in ‘Huntsman’ sequel


